Advanced concepts of fiber-optic sensing and endoscopy find growing use in brain research, helping confront longstanding challenges in neuroscience. Optical fiber components have been shown to enable high-speed fluorescence microscopy in freely moving mice 1 and creation of neural interfaces for in vivo examination and control of neural circuits 2 using the optogenetic technology. 3, 4 LeChasseur et al. 5 have demonstrated fiber-based microprobes for parallel optical and electrical recording of neuronal activity. A fiber-optic periscope system for in vivo dendritic calcium imaging has been implemented by Murayama and Larkum. 6 Long-term optogenetic manipulation of neural circuits using implantable optical fibers has been reported by Sparta et al. 7 Photonic-crystal fibers 8 have been shown to offer an advantageous platform for neurophotonics 9 integrating compact fiber-format elements for bidirectional beam delivery, 10 frequency shifters, 11 supercontinuum sources, 12 and spectral filters. 9 While most of the recently developed protocols of neurophotonics rely on the fluorescence response from activated brain regions, a wealth of unique chemically specific information on neuronal activity on the molecular level can be obtained with the use of Raman scattering. Coherent Raman microspectroscopy 13, 14 has already been shown [15] [16] [17] [18] to offer a tremendous potential for high-resolution chemically selective brain imaging. A serious difficulty encountered when fiber probes are used to detect the Raman response from a biotissue is related to the Raman and fluorescent background from the fiber itself, which dramatically reduces the sensitivity of Raman detection. 19 Here, we show that in the case of Raman-active molecular vibrations of cell proliferation probes and the signature CH 2 symmetric stretching mode from brain tissues, this long-standing issue of fiber-based Raman sensing can be addressed with an appropriate spectral filtering procedure adapted to specific spectral profiles detected by fiber-optic Raman probes. In what follows, we demonstrate that optical fibers can be employed to sense fingerprint molecular vibrations and detect cell proliferation probes, offering a powerful tool for chemically selective in vivo brain imaging and quantitative detection of DNA synthesis in proliferating cells in brain.
Two fiber-based Raman-sensing protocols were implemented in our experiments. In the first protocol, a fiber-optic probe is used to detect the Raman signal from the symmetric stretching mode of CH bonds in the whole brain extracted from C57BL/6-line mice less than 2 min before measurements. The CH 2 symmetric stretching mode detected in this scheme provides a natural tag that is built into molecular vibrations, allowing a chemically selective imaging of brain structure and pathologies 15 without the need for staining. The second series of experiments included fiber-based Raman sensing on a solution of EdU (5-ethynyl-2 0 -deoxyuridine), which has recently been shown to provide a convenient label for highly sensitive detection of DNA synthesis in proliferating cells. 20 When incorporated into cellular DNA in the course of DNA replication, EdU tends to accumulate in the nucleus, serving as an efficient alkyne-tagged cell proliferation probe, which can be readily detected through its fluorescence induced by Cu(I)-catalyzed click reaction 20 or by click-free detection of the Raman-scattered signal. 21 In experiments, we studied aqueous solutions with a variable concentration of EdU with the distal end of the fiber probe immersed in the cell with the solution.
An optical fiber used in our experiments as a fiber probe had a core diameter of 50 lm, a cladding diameter of 125 lm, and a numerical aperture NA % 0.2. The secondharmonic output of a continuous-wave Nd:YAG laser with a wavelength of 532 nm was coupled into the fiber using a micoobjective and was delivered through the fiber to provide optical excitation of the sample at the distal end of the fiber probe. The Raman signal generated in response to this optical excitation was collected by the same fiber probe to be delivered through this fiber to the detection system, consisting of a grating monochromator, photomultiplier, and a lockin amplifier.
In the raw spectra of the signal collected from the whole brain extracted from a C57BL/6-line mouse with a 20-cmlong fiber probe (Fig. 1) , the broad background originating from Raman scattering inside the fiber probe and fluorescence from the sample heavily masks the Raman signal from symmetric stretching vibrations in CH bonds in the brain. For the subtraction of the background related to Raman scattering inside the fiber, which dominated the background picked up by the fiber probe under conditions of these experiments, the spectrum of this part of the background was measured in a separate experiment, where the 532-nm pump with an appropriate power was transmitted through the fiber probe with no Raman signal from the brain sample. This spectrum was then smoothed using the Savitzky-Golay filter and subtracted from the respective spectrum measured in experiments with brain samples. To correct for the second part of the background, which was related to the fluorescence from the sample and which was 15-30 times less intense than the background due to Raman scattering in the fiber probe, a polynomial fit of its spectrum was subtracted from the spectrum measured in experiments with brain samples in accordance with a standard procedure described, e.g., in Ref. 22 . Subtraction of both parts of the background yields a high-contrast Raman spectrum of the CH 2 symmetric stretching mode, centered at 2900 cm À1 (Fig. 1) , demonstrating the potential of properly designed fiber probes for the analysis of whole brain, including in vivo brain imaging and functional brain mapping on freely moving animals using recently developed 2 fiber-optic neural interfaces. In fiber-sensing experiments on EdU solutions, the above-described fiber-background subtraction procedure gives Raman spectra (Figs. 2(a)-2(c) ) where the peaks related to the alkyne group in EdU, centered at about 2120 cm
À1
, are observed against typically more intense peaks due to the CH bonds of EdU (the 2850-3000-cm À1 band) and the OH group of water (the broad band stretching from 3100 to 3600 cm À1 ). The fiber probes used in our experiments collect the Raman signal from a typical volume 23 of 10 5 lm 3 (100 pl). In a 5-mM EdU solution, this corresponds to the Raman response detected from less than 1 pmol of EdU. With a typical EdU dose used to label DNA synthesis in animals varying from 10 to 200 mg per 1 kg of body mass 24 and given the ability of EdU labels to form well-pronounced peaks of their spatial distribution at the sites of DNA synthesis, the sensitivity of Raman detection of EdU probes achieved in our experiments is sufficient for in vivo fiber-based mapping of cell proliferation in living brain.
Fiber-probe measurements performed on solutions with different concentrations of EdU show that the magnitudes of the peaks related to the alkyne and OH groups in the Raman spectra after the fiber-background subtraction increase linearly with the concentration of EdU, while the magnitude of Because the Raman band of the alkyne group in EdU is typically much narrower than the Raman band of CH stretching vibrations (see Fig. 2(b) ), the above-described fiber-background subtraction procedure yields even higher post-backgroundsubtraction signal-to-noise ratios when it is applied to the 2120-cm À1 alkyne-group Raman peak from an EdU solution. In Fig. 3 , we present the results of experiments on fiber-optic Raman sensing of an aqueous solution with different concentrations of EdU. The raw spectra detected with the use of a 20-cm-long fiber probe (shown by rectangles, open circles, and filled circles in the upper part of the plot) are corrected for the background measured for the fiber probe in an experiment without any analyte (the dashed line in Fig. 3 ) to yield Raman spectra of the alkyne group in EdU with improved signalto-noise ratios. As can be seen from these measurements, the post-background-subtraction signal-to-noise ratio of the Raman spectra increases with the concentration of EdU in aqueous solution, reaching the level of approximately 15 for a 20-mM solution (filled circles in Fig. 3 ).
To summarize, we have reported the use of optical fibers for sensing fingerprint molecular vibrations in ex vivo experiments on the whole brain and detecting cell proliferation probes in a model study on a quantitatively controlled solution. A specifically adapted spectral filtering procedure has been shown to allow the Raman signal from molecular vibrations of interest to be discriminated against the background from the fiber. These experiments demonstrate that properly designed fiber-optic probes can offer a powerful tool for chemically selective in vivo brain imaging and quantitative detection of DNA synthesis in brain.
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FIG. 3. Fiber-optic Raman sensing of an aqueous solution of EdU: the raw spectra detected with the use of a 20-cm-long fiber probe (the upper part of the plot) and the Raman spectra after background subtraction (the lower part of the plot) for 5-mM (rectangles), 10-mM (open circles), and 20-mM (filled circles) along with the background spectrum from the fiber probe (dashed line).
